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1. Presentation 
outline
➔ The role of NFT’s in the art 

market
➔  An overview of the legal 

framework for IP in artworks and 
images?

➔ What legislation is there to 
govern the creation, valuation 
and monetising of NFT’s?

➔ Whether it is beneficial to use 
NFT’s to secure creative IP?



What is an NFT ? 
Non-fungible token.
Guaranteed authenticity.
Traceable provenance.
Blockchain.



What is IP ? 
Intellectual Property.
Intellectual property (IP) refers to creations of the mind, such as 
inventions; literary and artistic works; designs; and symbols, names 
and images used in commerce.

Generally broken into 4 main areas: Patents, trademarks, copyrights, 
and trade secrets



2. The role of 
NFTs in the art 
market

➔ NFTs and Digital Images

➔ NFTs as tangible assets



NFTs. Art. Digital images.
Top 5 most expensive NFTs ever sold:

Pack’s - The Merge: $91.8m.

Beeple’s Everydays - $69.3m.

Clock — $52.7m.

Beeple's HUMAN ONE — $28.985m

CryptoPunk #5822. $23m



IS
IT 
A 
BUBBLE?



NFTs. Art. Tangible Assets
Tangible assets: 
Sculptures, Paintings, Diamonds etc

- Increased tradeability 
- Utility NFT’s 



3. An overview of 
the legal 
framework for IP 
in artworks and 
images?



Copyright.
Copyright Act 98 of 1978

Inherent in a work 

“copyright is an exclusive right granted by law for a limited period to an author, 
designer, etc. for his/her original work” - CIPC 2022

EG: paintings, computer programs, sound recordings etc.

Copyright in NFTs ? 

-  derivative works - (unable to substantially differentiate)



4. What 
legislation is 
there to govern 
the creation, 
valuation and 
monetising of 
NFT’s?



The Wild West.
Creation:
Minting process

Copyright Act 98 of 1978

Valuation:
Digital vs Tangible?

Previous sales and A HOT marketing team



THE NFT CREATION PROCESS.



5. Whether it is 
beneficial to use 
NFT’s to secure 
creative IP?



Securing IP.
Copyright Act:
IP is inherent in the work or image

Interesting IP / NFT issues 
- Paul Du Toit NFT 
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